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Geography awareness
week begins Monday.
Page 3

December
may be colder
than usual

everal un·ions
have not settled
By STUART TART
Editor in chief
Only one of four civil service
nions contacted by The News
during the last week has reported a settlement in contract or
alary negotiations with the
Board of Governors.
While representatives for Jhe
three unions who have not setled said they are optimistic that
they will be able to hammer out
atisfactory contracts, a negotiator for Teamsters No. 26, which
epresents Eastern 's groundseepers, maintenance laborers
nd equipment operntors, was
not happy with the settlement
is union reached with the university 's governing body.
Kenny Warren, a union steward
Teamsters No. 26, said
is union settled on Nov. 14 for
a 1 percent salary increase,
retroactive to July 1, and a $200
signing bonus per member.
"The man told us, 'This is it.
There is nothing else,"' Warren
said. "The only thing we would
have gained by holding out was
wages. We probably would have
ended up with zero."
According to Warren, the
BOG negotiator told the union's
representatives , "Everything I
ave heard in Springfield and
verything I've read is that ...
e legislature will be calling to
be universities for money

for

Warren said that the sal_a ry
crease was not enough.
"No. Not hardly. Not when
ou 're having to pay part of

your benefits now that used to
be given to you," he said,
explaining that union members
now pay $5 a month for health
insurance and $5 for dental coverage that they had paid nothing
for in the past.
Warren said one reason that
his union settled is a clause in
its contract that if the state
"comes up with more money, it
comes back to us even though
we have settled."
Patricia· Beaulieu, president
of AFSCME Local 1271, which
represents many of Eastern 's
clerical and technical workers,
said her union has been working
on contract language, but has
not even discussed money yet
during its negotiations with the
BOG for a new contract.
Although her union has been
working under a contract extension since their two-year contract expired June 30, Beaulieu
said contract negotiations are
not running much later than
usual.
Members of her union generally receive salary increases in
time for Christmas, she said.
"I wouldn't say it's unusual.
A lot depends on how many
issues are on the bargaining
table," she said. She added,
however, "this is the first time
since I've been involved in
negotiations that it's gone this
late."
The important issue for the
union, which will meet with the
BOG for its next negotiating

By CHRIS SUNDHEIM
City editor

Temperatures in the upper 20s
and lower 30s put Charleston in
a "critical range" for snow, sleet
and freezing rain this week,
according to local weather
observer Dalias Price.
This week's forecast calls for
freezing rain late Sunday night
with a low near 28 and rain
Monday with a high temperature
of around 34.
"December promises to be a
colder than average month with
more precipitation than usual,"
Price said. "It (the month) is
starting out on the cool side."
Price said the high for Sunday
was 33 degrees and had dropped
to 31 by about 5 p.m. He added
that Sunday morning saw a low
of 29 degrees.
"This puts us in a critical
range for some weather that can
be devastating," Price said,
warning that snow, sleet or
freezing rain is possible by the
end of the week.
Normal temperatures for this
time of year range from highs of
around 45 degrees to lows near
27 degrees, Price added.
Warm weather Thursday and
Friday was the result of a low
pressure system drawing air
from the south and the Gulf of
. f Mexico into Illinois, Price said.
i Temperatures on those days
i
. .,. :,,; reached the 60s with a high of
65 on Friday. Temperatures
MiKE ANSCHUETZ/Staff photograph;r ---began to cool off to more seasonable levels Saturday, he
added.
John Horner, his two-year old sQn and Blackie take a walk down
Price noted that there was
Woodlawn Drive to get some exercise Sunday.
snow
in Chicago during the
• Continued on page 2
Thanksgiving holiday, and some
precipitation fell throughout the
state in various forms.
out," Scism said. "Without the
He said that the area usually
~'
debts from bonds, -we'll just sees about four inches of snow
•
receive less money from the in December. However, he noted
that during final exam week at
"This (the
cutbacks)
just,, means there'll be
staTteh." f d
tl
t .
.
.
e un curren y con ams Eastern in 1973, 20 inches of
Jess money to gzve out.
about $35,000, Scism said~ He
snow fell.
Charleston Commissioner Bruce Scism added that the city council has
Within two days, the total
spent about $45,000 so far this fissnowfall
amounted to 28 inches.
cal year. The largest portion of
that went to the Charleston Paris, Ill., located a few miles
Downtown Development Asso- northwest of Charleston,
funds are distributed. Scism said grants and low-interest loans.
received 37 inches that year,
"We try to split it just about 50- ciation last month, he said. The
those districts will find themPrice said. "The town (Charselves very short of cash after the 50 between grants and low-inter- CDDA received $26,200 to hire a
consultant
and
plan
a
campaign
to
leston) was shut down," he
est loans," he said. Interest rates
cutback.
draw
more
business
to
the
downadded.
The TIF money is distributed on past council loans from the TIF
"There's. a good possibility of
through the Charleston City fund have been five percent or town area, he added.
"The
state
really
isn't
living
up
snow
before too long," Price
Council to individuals and busi- lower, he added.
to
its
end
of
the
deal,"
Scism
said.
said,
adding
that the odds for a
A
combination
of
property
tax
nesses that wish to make property
and income tax revenues over a "What this means for next year is white Christmas are about even.
improvements within the district.
"The district includes most of level determined by the state are less money in the fund, but it
"The' odds for snow of
the Charleston Square with a few refunded to the districts on a quar- won't be decreased in the sense Christmas Day are about 50blocks in different directions," terly basis, Scism said. Those dol- that there are no debts." The 50," Price said. "The chances,
Charleston TIF district was set up
lars go into the TIF fund.
Scism said.
though, of snow being on the
"This (the cutbacks) just means in 1986 by state law and has never ground then are better than that,
He said the council tries to distribute funds evenly through there'll be less money to give included bond sales, Scism added.
about 60-40."

Hang on!

ity slightly hurt .by cutqacks in tax program
Despite state funding cutbacks
the program, Charleston's Tax
crement Financing District
ould remain intact, according to
Commissioner Bruce Scism.
Scism said that the state recenttrimmed its $24 million refund
local governments to $18 milon. However, because the
arleston TIF district does not
ly on the sale of municipal
ds, the district should suffer
ly budget cutbacks without
ajor financial catastrophe, he
"They (the state) took quite a
out of it (the TIF fund)," Scism
· . "(But) there won't be many
ges because we don't use any
.
ds. "
The bonds are used in some
'cts to fund economic develent projects until the state
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FROM PAGE ONE
Several unions
knows.
•From page 1
Cross, whose union is · schedsession Dec. 9 , is salaries,
uled
to meet with the BOG on
although the union is also negoDec.
6, also expressed concerns
tiating language concerning temabout
what kind of salary
porary upgrade pay, layoffs and
increases
could be negotiated.
strike language, Beaulieu said.
"When
you know there's not
She said she is confident that
much
there,
it's hard to negotiate
her union will be able to negoticontract,"
he
said. "The people
a
ate" a decent (salary) increase,"
're
negotiating
for are conwe
despite the state's poor budcerned
about
money.
getary condition.
"When the cost of living goes
"As far as my group is conup
for everyone else, it goes up
cerned, our negotia!ions are
,
for
us, too," he added.
going pretty well," Beaulieu
Cross
said he expects contract
said. "I think we'll be able to get
negotiations
to run later than
a decent increase.
usual
this
year,
partly because of
"It won't be enough; it won't
be what we want, but it will be the extended faculty negotiaas fair as it can be with the tions, which ended less than two
money they (the BOG) have weeks ago.
"(The BOG wasn't) in any
available."
However, she expressed dis- hurry to get settled (with us)
appointment with Gov. Jim until they got things worked out
Edgar's handling of Eastern ' s with the teachers," Cross said.
"Now we're just kind of in the
and the higher education budget.
stage," he said. "The
feeling-out
"Obviously, one of the things
state
is
short
of money, so they
we feel is Gov. Edgar is not the
don
'
t
have
a
lot of money to
friend we thought he was," she
negotiate
with.
I'm looking for
said . "I would hope it's not
(negotiations)
to
go longer."
going to be as bad next year, but
Cross
added
that his union
I have my doubts it will be much
will
stay
at
the
bargaining
table
better."
settlement
it
until
it
receives
a
Danny Cross, president of
can
live
with.
AFSCME Local 981, said the
"Thing~ weren't too bad last
main issue for his union during
time we met, but that was before
contract negotiations is salaries.
However, he expressed a con- the teachers settled. We'll have
cern that vacant maintenance to wait and see how it works
jobs · will not be filled to fund out," he said. "We'll just negotiate until we get a contract, that
any salary increases.
"I think there's some money we can live with."
.. ~am Jon~s , . negqtiator -fo.r •,
to be had; I just don't think it's a
Plumbers
and Pipefitters Local
great amount ," Cross said.
#149,
which
represents Eastem's
"What worries us is they may
environmental
control workers,
not fill jobs. It's hard to keep
said
his
union's
negotiations are
maintenance up if you don't
"progressing
well."
have "enough people to do the
The union's contract expired
work."
Oct.
1, Jones said.
Cross said there are three
"About
all I really can say is
maintenance vacancies at Eastthat
we
are
talking; we 're getting
ern right now, but the university
along
good,
and things are proplans to fill them as far as he
gressing well," he said.

c:/l:iarty's
Today's Lunch Special •••

Grilled Chicken Club w /fries

$2.99
$3 Pitchers
3 for $1
Chili dogs

o~n~

~
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A WEEKLY COLUMN BY ROBERT HENNINGS

TURNING BACK THE PAGES
Editor 's note: These columns were prepared by
history Professor Robert Hennings with the assistance of graduate student Marcia Steward. In
commemoration of the university's upcoming .
JOOth anniversary and the recent 75th anniversary of The Daily Eastern News, Hennings' weekly column will take us back to what was happening this week on campus 75, 50 and 25 years ago.
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Wednesday evening, Dec. 4 when the last of
four Greek letter social group s on the campu
approved a written constitution at their respecti"Y
weekly meetings ...
For some time, representatives of Alpha Tau N
and Chi Delta Gamma sororities and Phi Sig
Epsilon and Sigma Tau Gamma fraternities hav
been at work on the organization of such a co
mittee.

* **

75 years ago, Normal School News
Dec. 5, 1916
Isabel Black had her purse taken from her on
the foot ball special last Thursday. A search was
made and the purse was found on the person of a
very tall, dark young man wearing glasses. On the
earnest entreaty of Miss Black no arrest was
made. This should prove a valuable lesson for the
young man, and it is hoped that he will profit by
it.

* **
Just as we go to press we are in receipt of an
exchange from Central Normal headed "Students
Fight Booze_" At first we were much alarmed but
on reading further the fact is disclosed that the
students are banded together in a fight against the
liquor traffic. Bloomington, of which Normal is a
suburb, is a wet town and the students are "Booze
Fighters." The word "Booze Fighter" has a different meaning in the central part of the state from
what it has here, and the students there are total
abstainers and are working to make the town a dry
one.

Daily rehearsals for "The Little Foxes," to
presented on the stage of the health educati
building, Wednesday, Dec. 17, have been grea
stimulated by the arrival of the original costum
worn by the Broadway cast, which starre
Tallulah Bankhead.
25 years ago, Eastern News
Dec. 7, 1966
An 11-page report containing 14 allegatio
concerning various irregularities (in the buildiil
program) was submitted by James P. Loukas,
senator-elect from Chicago, to the legislativ
Audit Commission Nov. 23 at Springfield.
The report stemmed from 10 interviews by
Loukas of various faculty members and administrators. The interviews were conducted May 15 in
the office of President Quincy Doudna.

* **

On a Sunday morning 25 years ago on this day,
the Japanese staged a surprise assault on the U.S.
fleet at Pearl Harbor naval base in Hawaii ... I
the war that followed at least 11,400 Eastern alum·
50 years ago, Eastern Teachers News
ni, faculty and staff served in the armet o ces
·
Dec. 10, 1941
according to statistics collected by . Chu 11 1:~ H
Coleman, professor emeritus in the history departThe mad and treacherous masters of Japan have ment.
Today with the United States once again.
struck the blow that might have been expected.
Even while their so-called emissaries discussed, involved in war, it is appropriate to note the closwith bland hypocrisy, the pos sibilities of ing sentences in the Dec. 10, 1941 edition of Tht
peace-the bombers of the Rising Sun were roar- News : "And when it at long last is over, let us
ing above the sleeping streets of Honolulu.
firmly resolve, with all the human will that is in
American soll lias bei:!n~il1\7atlgd. A.!netict is"'at11 liS!i thiat··it sb aW not happen again. " We pause to
W'ar;1antf. now •there is•on.lr o.tJ.e Amooit>a·. U ~ the •;;''t{etnember·Pear1 Harbor," r>ec."'7; Bl66.
Japanese war 'lords, in imitation of their Nazi pro***
totypes, thought to paralyze this country with the
"If you kissed me under the mistletoe and I
unsuspecting swiftness of their blitz, they have knuckled you with a judo chop, what would you
deceived themselves. The storm over the Pacific do?" the long-haired blonde asked "Bachelor #2."
has only served to clear the American mind, to The coeds in the lounge leaned forward, study
unite this nation as never before . If there· were notes in hand, to catch the reply.
doubts and confusions, if there were quarreling
Yes, even during fall finals, students found time
factions-now there is only grim purpose and to tune in on the terrifically camp, delightfully
steadfast unity...
materialistic, decidedly melodramatic "The
* **
Dating Game," TV's newest attraction for the colPlans for the organization of Eastern 's first for- lege set.
mal Panhellenic Council were completed
1

It's time to
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real world!
Graduation is Here!!
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~
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Your Personal will run Dec. 5th
Deadline is 2 p.m., Mon. Dec. 2nd
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Geography Awareness Week
kicks off today with new theme
By JANINE RESIDORI

associate professor of geography, will give a lecture on
"Exploring Bangladesh from a
The National Awareness Geographic Perspective" on
Geography committee is kicking Tuesday. "Khan will discuss the
off the 5th annual Geography integrative nature of population,
Awareness Week with the theme cultural, political and natural
of, "New Worlds to Explore."
hazard problems in BangDr. Douglas Meyer, Eastern ladesh," Meyer said.
professor of geography and
A slide lecture will be prechairman of Geography Aware- sented by Dr. John Jackie, proness Week said the theme will fessor of geography at Univerfocus on a celebration of sity of Illinois on "Gardens as
Christopher Columbus' discov- Landscape: Exploring England"
ery of America 500 years ago.
on Wednesday. His lecture will
"National Geography Aware- explore the roots of English garess week is .something to cele- dening., the symbolism of house
rate, and \Ye make. ~t a' point to gardens and the trickling down
av,e s·~~l.'!-1! l~~t)lI:\!~.;~rn;bli~g us of gardens to other classes,
s\lar~ geography · and geology
Meyer added.
ith the people," Meyer said.
Meyer will present the last
Geography week usually lecture with a slide presentation
egins in November, but be- on "Identifying Regional and
use of the previous threat of a Place Identity: Exploring Illaculty strike, it was pushed inois Houses," by Meyer on
ack until this week. Because of , Thursday. The focus will center
e setback lectures will be pre- on the architectural, cultural,
en ted instead of any other social and historical heritage of
ctivities, Meyer added.
houses as symbolic artifacts,
Dr. Belayet Khan, Eastern Meyer said.
Staff writer

PC to help the needy
ave a better Christmas

MIKE ANSCHUETZ/Staff photographer

Learning to fly
Shannon Holdhan (right) and Steve Radkey (left) just purchased their new remote controlled airplane which
they are trying to get started Sunday afternoon for its first flight into the wild blue yonder.

Eastern math professor
named .to national council

"We are ho~ored to have Dr.
Megginson teach at Eastern and
feel that Oklahoma State has made
Eastern math professor Bob an excellent decision on selecting
Megginson has been named to the him for the council," said Larry
y ELLIOTT PEPPERS
dren's activities included a fun- Oklahoma State University Coun- Williams, dean of Eastern 's graduudent government editor
filled excursion into the gallery cil on Minority Graduate Student ate school.
,
~"
_. 1 ,"'\n w.:•·' '· ' · ... n of-the ..M~uitin, Luther , King Jr.
•RecruitmentandRetention.
Megginson was recommended to
Look - up ·in1the sky - ' il'>'i:t.1 ll:JnlveJ'!lt'ty'·tfnion'!"THe lfdde·d ' '-' ·Megginson is ndw· a·memt:Jer ·of • the council tiy the American Indian
anta bringing toys for all the that the program is in its second a 40-professor council throughout Science and Engineering Society,
ood kids in Charleston? No, year.
t!1e nation that giv~s re~~mmenda which he has been a member for
t it is a "Kids- for Christmas"
"The kids love it, and the par- . hons about how urnver:'ines aro~d several years.
The engineering society designs
y sponsored by the National ticipating groups seem to get a th~ c~untry can recrutt and retam
· c ounci·1 f or a group lot of self-satisfact10n
.
.
.
,, nnnonty graduate students.
programs
for American Indians
heII emc
as well,
M .
h be
h"
.
eggmson as en teac mg at which are both college-based and
local, needy children.
Qualls said.
.
Eastern since 1983, and is currently pre-college based, he noted.
The group and several otqer
Currently, Qualls said about the only American Indian professor
"These programs are run by colmpus -0rganizations will pro- 15 student groups have agreed of math in the five Board of lege faculty to keep students' inter'de a day of joy on Dec. 6 for to participate in the program. He Governors universities.
ests alive in the science fields,"
bout 30 underprivileged chil- said a meeting for other students
"Our goal is two-fold; we do not Megginson said.
n from Jefferson Elementary who may be interested in partic- only want to form recommendaThe average American Indian
Charleston, said council pres- ipating in the program will be tions at Oklahoma State, but also to college student receives half the
nt Juris Qualls~
.
held at 5 p.m. Monday in the get together and form ideas for our income of other students, Megg"We sent invitations to stu- Charleston/Mattoon Room of own institutions," said Megginson, inson said, adding that money
t organizations campus wide the Union.
who is currently forming recom- becomes a major problem in keeplling them about the program,"
Some of the student groups mendations for Eastern's graduate ing the students in school.
"Megginson has been very
alls said. "We ask for a mini· program and math department.
"The council's responsibilities instrumental in providing critical
who will participate in the pro, of $2~ fr~m each partici- gram will be the Black Student are not specific, and we have been information on American Indian
•
Union, Student Government, the called upon to monitor the minorities, and we hope that we can
g orgamzat10n.
.'The money _wiJ) .gt) ·toward Interfraternity Council and sev- Oklahoma State program to be used successfully develop future plans in
'ng gifts from the kids' wi~h - eral greek organizations, Qualls as contacts through the different Eastern 's field of sciences in the
,"he added.
noted.
disciplines if none are available for recruitment of American Indian
Qualls said part of the chilthem," he added.
students," Williams said.
By KEN KOLMAN
Staff writer

emester's final poetry reading to ·be Tuesday
Area Arts
ncil will hold its final poetry
ing of the year at 7:30 p.m.
sday at the Dudley House,
Seventh St.
It's the last monthly (readuntil we restart the monthly
·es in February," said Nan
ings, director of literature
lhe council.
ennings said the reason
will not be a poetry readin January is because stus will not be back from
'stmas break yet.
obody will be here the fir~t
ay in January," she said.
pecial notice will be given
e. works
of Ted
Hughes,
the
.
. ....
. ....
'

current poet laureate of ... and elemental forces."
England.
Hennings described Hughes'
"Each person is encouraged to work as Shakespearian in his
bring a Ted Hughes poem to subjects and language.
read along with their own
"He elementifies - uses
poems," Hennings said.
forces of nature to bring his sub"His poetry is shocking and jects to life," Hennings said.
weird - very graphic," she
Hughes' father was of the
added. "He's always trying new working-class stock and was a
things."
skilled carpenter who passed his
Hughes, born in 1930 in trade down to son, she added.
Yorkshire, England, attended
Hughes not only used his
Cambridge University, where he skills as a carpenter to keep
majored in reading English until himself afloat financially until
his third year, according to his poems could support him,
Hennings.
but also was a teacher and a
He then switched his major to zoo-keeper.
archaeology and anthropology.
"He's always been a farmer
"It (the switch) made him along with being a poet,"
more in tune with nature," Hennings said.
Hennings said. "He is a wonderRaised in Yorkshire, near
ful_poet. He respo!1ds to animals . wher~ ~h.e_ Br~p.tt'.s were. ~~q~ght. ,

up, Hughes was very much
influenced by the moors, as
were the Brontes.
· "He used the grimness and
exultation (of the moors in his
poems)," Hennings said.
According to Hennings,
Hughes was married to the
American poet, Sylvia Plath,
who later committed suicide.
Very much aff_e cted by her
death, it was a while befor_e
Hughes was able to again write
poetry.
Hennings said the Arts
Council holds poetry readings
the first Tuesday of every month
from September through May,
excluding January.
Dudley House open poetry
readings are open to the public
anq a~e free. 9f cµarge ...

Speaker to discuss
issues facing state
retirement system
By BECKY WOODYARD
Staff writer
Issues facing the State
Universities Retirement System
will be the highlight of discussion in a speech by Dennis
Spice, executive director of
SURS, Monday afternoon.
The lecture by Spice will
begin at 1:30 p.m. Monda)' in
the Grand Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
"Spice will be speaking about
the SURS recent changes to
laws, proposed legislation and
funding issues," said Pat Hill,
employment and benefits manager.
Hill said the speech is directed for active employees on campus, including faculty and civil
service employees.
She said the speech is expected to give faculty and administrators an opportunity to update
themselves on many issues_ currently on the SURS agenda.
"This will let the campus
community know what is going
on with SURS," Hill said. "This
gives them an update on the
issues facing SURS."
Spice will be available for a
question and answer session following his presentation.
There is no charge to attend
the lecture.

Correction
Charleston Police Chief Herb
Steidinger confirmed Monday
the use of a Mace-like aerosol
deterrent, Cap-Stun, in the
arrest of two Eastern students
outside of Stu's bar early last
Sunday morning.
This fact was incorrectly
reported in Tuesday's edition.
The News regrets the error.

o!~~ Eastern News Women need to learn to protect themselv

OPINION
page
Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
MONDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1991

City appointment
- should be high
priority for senate
We hope the Student Senate will be prompt
in naming a new Eastern representative to the
Charleston Oty Council.
Jim Riemer resigned his post at the last council meeting Nov. 19. Student Senate Speaker
Blake Wood said he thought a replacement
would be found before January. However,
Riemer said a new representative would be at
the council's Dec. 3 meeting. We hope Riemer
is correct.
The non-voting, advisory position serves as
an important link between the university and
the community, bringing student issues to the
city council and council
concerns back. to campus.
- - - - - - - It should be continued and
treated more seriously than it was before.
According to Wood, Student Body President
JV\artha Price will make the appointment.
During the early 1980s, Eastern placed a student delegate on the council, but the position
was abolished when the representative
stopped
attending
the
meetings.
Understandably impatient council members did
not want their business held up by a student
who couldn't make time for two evening meetings each month.
Although Riemer tried to gain council support for a student-endorsed leaf burning ban
and maintained- good relationships with the
commissioners, he missed several meetings.
Any replacement needs to take the position
as seriously as regular council members do. The
student position cannot serve the function it
was designed for if the ··representative attends
meetings only when it is convenient.
Riemer has been the first student t6 hold the
job for any length of time recently, but the
Student Senate must make it a priority to keep
someone on the council year-round.
Neither he nor any other member attended
summer council meetings. Even though some
meetings pass without introduction of any student-related issues, it is a critical show of support and dedication for a student to be at every
one.
Fully one-half of Charleston's population . is
composed of Eastern students, only half of
whom live in university residence halls.
Hundreds more are employed at .the university .
so it is essential to foster a solid, cooperative
relationship.

"Okay, folks, it's time someone stood up and defended
country music.
It's a tough world out there
for a young country fan like
myself - surrounded by rock 'n'
roll or rap or pop all day, and
subject to all the comments
about 'hick' music."
... That's was what this column was going to be about
when I started it. But I've got _Penny
something a lot more important Weaver
to say, you see.
------•
I found out Saturday that a friend of mine from
years back was raped recently. Now she's pregnant.
She called a rape crisis center after it happened, but
for some reason, they failed to call the police. She
didn't go to the hospital, and she knows who the
animal was who just ruined her life, but she can't
prove it yet. It's her word against his.
Yeah, this is the kind of thing that never happens
to someone you know. Sure, when the baby's born,
they can have blood tests done to prove who the
father is or isn't, but even if this guy· were convicted
of raping my friend, he probably wouldn't serve
much time behind bars.
So for ruining my friend's life, he got nothing (no
punishment, that is). And what'd she get? She got
brutalized, violated. She got - if she has the baby to carry for nine months and the rest of her life a
reminder of that awful incident. She got a ruined
life. Now she'll have to finish college around the
kid's growing-up years.
She got robbed of any enjoyment in a relationship - she'll probably hate men now, or at least be
nervous around them. She'll have to go through
counseling and try to put her life back together.
And she'll have scars that will never completely
heal.
Who's to blame here? That guy, that's who. He's
the only one responsible, but what made him do it?
No one will probably know what makes any rapist
do such a horrible thing. Maybe it's the need to feel

powerful.Maybe it's a hate of women and a de
to hurt them . Who knows.
But the fact is that our society constantly pe
uates the belief that women are just sex objects,
the "weaker" sex, or that if a woman says "no"
really means "yes," that women like to be for
Into sex, etc.
Can we "blame" this, on men? Only in part. Yi
ladies, we women are responsible for these ster
types, too. There is never any one group respo
ble for any stereotype or generalization; we all
tribute to such things, and it takes all of us to st
them.
So you women who might have or might cons
er, for example, posing nude or partially nude for
calendar or magazine - don't do it. That perpe
ates the idea of women as sex objects only. A
voice your objection to sexist ads - whether they'
sexist against women or men.
And you guys out there - don't let sexism h
pen, and don't believe for a minute that if a girl sa:
no to you, she doesn't mean it - 'cause she d
And If you know any ass who doesn't believe th
set him straight.
Maybe men don't realize how bad rape is - h
it marls the rest of a woman's life. Think of it
way, guys - if a man forced you to have sex wt
him (picture it), how would you feel? Wouldn't y
be haunted by doubts about your sexuality? Wo
you be able to tell your buddies or your parents
anyone else "he raped me?"
I don't know what will happen to my friend, but
hope she's strong and she'll come out of her ex
rience ·okay. And, even though I wouldn't exa
call myself a feminist, I hope more advancemen
comes in women's rights. Someday people wl
realize that all of us - men or women, black
white - are equal.
And in the meantime, all you women out the
do the smartest thing you can do right now - lear
to protect yourself.
Penny Weaver is news editor and a columnist
The Daily Eastern News.
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To withhold news is to play
God
John Loft Hess
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Your turn
Reader distraught
over United Student
Union topics
Dear editor:
I'm writing about the topic
currently being discussed by the
United Student Union. I am distraught about the criticisms of
the Minority Assistance Program.
The article stated "the Minority
Assistance Program seems to
violate Affirmative Action guidelines." This is totally absurd and
repulsive.
I think the premise behind the
MAP is to further develop the
study skills and scholastic atti-

tudes of minority students. As far
as the ACT is concerned, the test
has been proved to be culturally
biased towards minority students. Specifically, ones who hall
from inner-city environments.
I have noticed the assertations
made by Matt Edwards over the
past four years. He has proved
himself to be a racist individual In
his actions on campus.
Especially, of his critiscisms of
affirmative action programs. The
name of the organization is the
United Student Union, which is
supposed to offer suggestions to
Improve, not to scrutinize.
Personally, my sentiments lead
me to believe that the "USU" is

hypocritic(!.I and is only con
cerned with the advancements
white students; who technical
have everything!
Traditionally any attempt
the school of this suppose "gr
nature" of ours to help the di
vantaged-minority people on
whole is always criticized by o
raged and outspoken caucasl
Could it be fear or jealousy t
fuels your criticisms Mr. Edw
and his missions of USU? I ho
not because either your or a
other person will stop the pr
gression of people of color, pe
od!

Your turn

o!~~ Eastern News

Reader agrees with sports Scholarship should be
editor that fans leave after open to everyone not just
the halftime performance the minorities on campus
Dear editor:
I'm writing this letter in response to Don
O'Brien's article on Monday Nov. 18. The article
explained how most of the fans left at halftime during Saturday's game. The problem is that the fans
do this every home game not just that one. For the
past three years my friends and I have not missed a
home game (the whole game). From my observation the majority of the people that leave the game
are greeks. I am not a greek (and proud of it) so
maybe it's a rule that greeks have to leave the
game at ha1f time. I'm not saying that all greeks
leave the game by the majority of them do ..
I feel sorry for the team because when the game
starts the.l
n look up into the stands and see
thousands of fans, but when they come out after the
half they see the and and a few hundred dedicated
fans. When I watch any college football game on TV
the fans are there for the whole game. Maybe some
one could explain it to me because I just don't get
it
Jerry Katz
'

..
-Reader: Is there justification
in failing so many students?

Dear editor:
Let me just start out by saying I am In no way,
shape or from prejudice, especially against minorities.
But I cannot stand to see minorities receive an overwhelming number of grants and scholarships because
heritage. I.know many "non-minorities" who are in the
same financial and/or academic standing as a minority,
but cannot qualify for a minority scholarship.
In the Oct. 31 Issue of The Dally Eastern News,
there is an editorial concerning a new business scholarship for minorities known as the "Business Faculty
Scholarship." This particular scholarship is being fund~
ed by six mlrority staff members for a minority student(s).
The majority of_the editorial dealt with the fact that
more mone must be contributed in order to maintain
it over t e years. After reading some o the statements made about this, I was totally shocked. I felt
that if I, or anyone for that matter, didn't make a contribution, I would be a bigot. For instance, " ... unless
any other caring individuals care to put their moi;ley
where their proverbial mouths are, the minority scholarship disappears." Is it the majority who will be to
blame if money is not contributed? Another troubling
was " ...we're about to find out how high on the priority list minority students are on the Eastern campus."
What does money have to do with the way minorities
are viewed and/or treated on campus? Are we supposed to pull money out of our pockets to prove that
minorities are important?
I think it was very generous of the six faculty members to establish a scholarship, but I feel it should be
open to anyone who meets the requirements, minority or not. Perhaps if this editorial was presented in
another "non-bias" manner, there would be a more
positive response and adequate contributions.

Dear editor:
According to a recent article in The Daily Eastern
News, in one portion of a fine arts· course on this
campus 90 out of 150 students received a failing
grade.
Especially since the Faculty Senate on Nov. 19
Lauren Mclaughlin
resolved that there should be no "administrative
interference in the conduct of courses (and) the
assigning of grades," I have been wondering if
there were any conditions under which any professor would be justified in failing such a large proportion of a class. I identified five scenarios, all of
which seem highly unlikely:
• The students in the class were all only
marginally readY. lntell.ect~ally for c9llege-level , D~re~'itor . ·1 l ~ '-'""'
~ ~
~ A ~, ' .4l
..-t M
,
- -•
'
work in the first "place;
. ,. ""
• ·
,
/ •· ,,.....v-rea1ttw11ti- mtkh l'nter,es.t tt<e letter ~Y Steve
·the students all conspired to fail the course, In Harrison in the Nov. 5, 1991 edition of the Dally
order to make the instructor or the department to Eastern News. I was particularly fascinated by Mr.
look bad·
Harrison's rewriting of "pre-Roe v. Wade" constitu,
.
tional law. He blatantly, and quite falsely, asserts that
• the students were all indolent or careless and
before "Roe" all unborn fetuses were afforded full conindependently chose not to prepare for the course stitutional protection and were regarded as "individuor study for the test(s);
als," and that the purpose of Roe was to remove from
• the students were all simultaneously stressed
the fetus these rights. Neither of these statements is
.
..
,,
out by the expectations of the course and were thus true.
overcome by their anxieties·
The question of whether a fetus was a person
• the students all individ~ally decided to fail the under the constituti?n an~ th~refore. subject to 1~th
Amendment protection of its nghts did not even anse
in constitutional history until the Roe decision in 1973.
course to make themselves look bad.
Most of us faculty members have had the same The Supreme Court in Roe found that the constitution
or similar experiences at some time Of other: ("she specifically define the term "person", but only speaks
gave me my only "F" in college"); ("he told us he of "persor.s" in ways that refer to those already born.
would never give a grade higher than a "C"); (she The court found no intention of any pre-natal meaning
said that most of us would flunk the final, and we of the term "person" in the constitution._ It also noted
. ..
·
in the majority opinion of Roe that abortion was pracd~d );. (he announced that ~alf of us would not sur- ticed far more freely in the U.S. during the 1800's than
vive till the end of the term ).
it was at the time of Roe, further suggesting no histori1, for one, through no fault of my own, was near- cal presumption of fetal rights.
.
·
ly flunked in two different college courses. And
If, as Mr. Harrison asserts, a fetus was given full promany years ago I taught next door to a junior high tectio~ of the .constitution beforE7 Roe, why. did
teacher who, on one important examination, approximately 20 states allow abort10.n at.the t1m:?
ftunked everyone!
And why did the res~ allow abortion in certa1.n
instances, such as rape, incest, or to save the mother s
Such events, then and now, should prompt us life? The answer is that no constitutional rights for the
professors to pursue more assiduously several
unborn have ever been recognized, nor has a fetus
goals: to provide instruction that most members of ever been recognized as a person in the constitutional
y class reasonably understand; to adequately pre- sense, contrary to Mr. Harrison's assertions.
pare our students for examinations; to provide
"Roe v. Wade" could not have taken away constituany different ways for pupils to complete the tional rights and Individual liberties that did not exist.
I
What Roe did was to balance the State's Interest in the
course requirements, thereby not putting all the r "potential" life with the woman's right to privacy in
eggs In just one basket; to allow adequate time for her reproductive affairs. Before anyone condemns (or
reparation of projects and study for tests; and to praises) Roe and other Supreme Court decisions
elp our students to compete against their own regarding abortion, I would suggest that they read
ast performanc.e s, rather than against the vast them. Arguments given from a position of ignorance
tore of knowledge we professors presumably have can carry no weight.
Natalie Smith
t hand.
Even more important, we professors would do
ell to incorporate into our classes elements of
astery learning, a concept developed a generaon ago by Benjamin Bloom, who argued that the
oal of instruction ought to be the learning, and not
e grade.
While my comment here may serve as small
Dear editor:
mfort to the students who were flunked in the
On Monday afternoon, the Eastern News phone the
ne arts, perhaps we professors can learn from the Zoology department. The reporter stated that a notice
perience and provide our students a greater has been posted in the department saying that a seture of empathy, along with specific assistance tlement had been reached by the BOG and the
University Professionals. The reporter asked where
ward those educational objectives we cherish In that information came from and at what time. She was
r respective dlsclpllnes.
told that Dean Laible had called with the Information.
41
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page
Editorials represent the opini'on
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
She was also told that I could not remember at what
time the call was received. She asked if it was before
10:00. I once again told her that I could not remember
the exact time. So when I read in the paper on
Tuesday that Dean Laible's call came in to the department at approximately 9: 15 a.m. I was somewhat surprised. Since I am the only secretary in the department, I can assure the reporter that the Zoology secretary did not report that time. The only hour reported
to Ms. Gill eas that the call came in sometime that
morning. If Ms. Gill is going to state the facts, please
state them correctly.
Connie Huber

Editors note:
The call made to the_Zoology department was
made on Wednesday, Nov, 20 and the article
"Settlement rumors circulate" was printed in the
Thursday, Nov. 21 issue of The News not as stated
above. According to the reporter's notes the department secretary did say that the information was
received between 9: 15 and 9:30 a.m. from Dean Jon
Liable, Liberal Arts and Sdences.

Reader: Harrison's letter Veteran's Day should be
to the editor contained
used as a day to reflect,
false statements
not as a celebration
r--:·,__

-

-

,

Dear editor:
Desert Storm veterans were, predictably, honored a
few weeks ago for Veteran's Day. While I do sympathize with the soldiers who were sent to fight and possible die - for the greedy interests of the wealthy and
the power-hungry politicians, it was a desperate
attempt to discover something for which to be proud.
Once the flag-waving stops, the yellow ribbons fade
away, and the "I support Operation Desert Storm" Tshirt are being used as dust rags, America will slowly
begin to realize, as Senator and Vietnam veteran
Robert Kerry (D-Neb). said, "If there was an avoidable
war, it is this one." just like the Vietnam War, the
Persian Gulf "conflict" will go down in history as an
unnecessary waste of billions of dollars and hundreds
of thousands of lives.
We cannot forget the words of Gen. Sherman, who
said that the only people who cheer war ar~ those
who have never heard the cries of the wounded, and
that "war is helL"
Rather than celebrating slaughterings such as
Operation Desert Storm, we shol!ld spend Veteran's
Day reflecting on the millions of people who have
been killed and maimed by the guns of Patriotism ...
and hoping that this years batch of war veterans will
be our last.
Jeff Stepp

Letter policy
The Dally Eastern News encourages letters to the
editor concerning any local, state, national or international issue.
Letters should be less than 350 words. For the letter to be printed, the name of the ~uthor, in addition
to the author's address and telephone number, must
be lnduded.
Anonymous letters will not be printed.
If a letter has more than three authors, only the
names of the first three authors will be printed.

Department secretary ,
says that reporter printed Guest column policy
The Daily Eastern News encourages readers to
incorrect information

Hal Malehorn

submit guest columns concerning any topic or issue
that may be relevant to our readership.
Columns should be restricted to less than three
typewritten double-spacer! pages.
Guest columns normally appear every Thursday
and will be published at the discretion of the editorial page editor and the editor in'chief.
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NASA prepa-res unusual flight
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(AP) - It has all the makings of a
horror movie - seven astronauts
cooped up for seven days _in
space with flies, worms, stick
insects, bacteria spores and slime
mold.
That's just part of the out-ofthe-ordinary inventory for
NASA's next shuttle flight, a scientific research mission by
Discovery in late January.
Also aboard will be frog eggs
and sperm, fetal mouse bones,
hamster kidney cells, yeast,
wheat and oat seedlings, lentil
roots, thale cress, and fodder
plant and carrot protoplasts, or
cells.
"It does sound strange,"
NASA mission scientist Robert
Snyder admitted. "But these are
good test subjects. There are people who have spent their lives
studying them." "The fruit fly is
an incredibly suited entity,"
Snyder said, "and the advantages
of the nematode (roundworm),
they know its whole chromosome, they know everything there
is known about that worm." The
microscopic worms measure
about 1.5 millimeters in length
and normally dwell in soil or
water: They grpw quickly - in
three days - and each one can
produce 280 offspring.

···~·--··
1:1m£¥it1e!i«l«·or···'·
As for slime mold, Snyder had
this to say: "Apparently, it moves
on its own (and) the way it moves
is a contracting motion. They just
want to see if it's different in
space than on the ground." The
mission - shuttle trip No. 45 moved to the top of NASA's
space flight agenda after Atlantis
returned to Earth safely Sunday.
The six astronauts were sent
home three days early because of
a failed navigation unit.
. Discovery's laboratory mission
is an international affair. More
than 200 scientists from 13 countries are collaborating with the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
.
The crew consists of five
Americans - four engineers and a
physician - as well as a Canadian
neurologist and a German physicist who flew on a scientific
research mission in 1983.
In addition to keeping tabs on
all the animals and plants, the
astronauts _will conduct medical
experiments on one another.
Their sense of balance will be

tested, and their heart function
and blood pressure will be monitored.
Their posture will be measured
to evaluate back pain, a common
complaint among astronauts in
orbit, and urine samples will be
collected so researchers can
assess the amount of energy
expended by humans in weightlessness.
The mission originally was
assigned to Columbia and was
supposed to last 10 days. All that
changed when Columbia was
grounded for six months in 1990
because of fuel leaks.
Mission managers opted for a
seven-day trip on Discovery
rather than wait for Columbia,
which is_undergoing modifications at Rockwell International's
shuttle assembly plant in
Palmdale, Calif.
"Some experiments had to be
cut back," Snyder said. "That's
just something we had to accept
if we wanted to go earlier." The
mission is among eight shuttle
flights planned for 1992.
Three of them involve laboratory work.
"We have more Spacelab missions than we've ever had
before," said William Lenoir,
head of NASA's space flight program.
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Final pretrial rulings could ••
Snappers are
cautieus thts ······ alter Pa1m Beach rape case •••I
holiqay seasori"'' WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. cated they will highlight some . I

(AP) - The final pretrial rulings inconsistencies in her, version of
PARAMUS, N'.J•. (AP) - ' Monday in William Kennedy the events and lack of damage to
Sev.eral of Jhe nation's pig
Smith's rape case could dramat- her clothes as they argue she
retaile~· $ajd :stipday they wen~·.
ically alter what follows.
consented to sex, then became
pleased wi~re~lllts ofthefirst
In the he'Ctic houi:s be for~ _, vengeful.;• ', 1 ",.., i''"' .., .. :.".
weekend of' the Chds.tm4s
opening statements are-seh~ed- ::
,P \tt\ng hi~ wo.rd, _again~t Jlers,
shopping season as bargainuled to begin, a 37-member jury defense attorneys likely will
hunting c:on~umers res:pom~.,~.
pool will be winnowed to six repeatedly remind jurors that a
to ~pecial"J;i.o.Uday .~ales and; jurors and three alternates.
defendant is innocent until
discounts.
··
Circuit Judge Mary Lupo will found guilty "beyond a reason· :Bu~ it wM ~oviPoS'' lfiat rule on whether the state can able doubt." But with the supAmeriea~s. with an eye toward
call as witnesses three women porting testimony, a prosecution
the weak .
. ~ere,$hop~" who alleged in sworn statements case that would otherwise be
ping c
ely)md gener:;., that Smith sexually attacked difficult in gaining a conviction
ally foQJciijg for Jower.:prie(,'!d,. ·
would become a strong one, say
them in the 1980s.
giftS. And··white .some retailers
Among final motions will be attorneys following the case.
m'Ry haye exceeded their one by the defense, rejected ear"If the Williams Rule comes
expectations fo.r the ~g~ng
lier by Ms. Lupo, that the jury in, all bets are off. It's a differof the. season~ sales were.still·
pool has been tainted by televi- ent case," said Joseph Mincw~ak when com.pared with the;
berg, attorney for prosecution
results. Qf metre t~bµst ecQgoµi..w sion coverage.
Prosecutors
and
defense
attorwitness
Anne Mercer.
ic tinte$. ::: 1~,
=r.:
neys
will
use
up
to
12
chalChief.prosecutor
Moira Lasch
,.. J.C. Penri'~y :c:;o. Inc. ·sa~d
lenges
each
to
eliminate
prodisclosed
July
22
that
the three
sales we.TI!! supnger than ant,icispective
jurors
they
consider
women
had
come
forward
.
. pated4~is weekend;. ,,while
One, a medical ·student,
Sears. Roebuck.and "Co. said.. unfavorable.
After jurors are selected and alleged Smith raped her at his
business.
$ .ex~cted an~·
taken
outside the courtroom, Washington apartment in 1988,
Da~og Hudson Corp..rep.on:ed
Lupo will consider arguments while she was drunk. Another,
mixed results. .
'"
Home furnishings retailer on wheiher the three women now ·a medical doctor, said she
should be allowed to testify. talked Smith out of attacking
Pier l Imports Inc, and,toy
Most
legal experts following the her at his home in 1988. The
retailet Child World Inc ... said
case
expect
the judge to bar third, a former girlfriend of
they were pleased. with th.eit
their "similar-crimes" testimo- Smith's cousin, Matthew "Max"
sales t '"
"'
ny, called Williams Rule evi- Kennedy, said she fought off
"Business w~s .good
dence in Florida.
Smith at his parents' home in
0;ver,'~.said Duncan .Muir. a
Without their testimony, the New Yoi:k in 1983.
Penney's ..okesman...~Friday
trial is expected to boil down to
Judges shouldn't allow
was really :much better tlian
jurors' views of Smith's credi- Williams Rule evidence, named
expec.ted;•:i; Sales. at Sears
bility compared to that of the for a 1957 Florida case involv'"met om ex~ectations." .said
Matt l!Q:w:. ~ior' vi9e. pre.~:f .•· Jupiter resident who said he ing serial rapist Ralph Williams,
raped her March 30 at his fami- if it is "solely to prove bad charident for ... . ~ting, "Oil. bal•
ly's Palm Beach estate.
acter or propensity," state law
~: qtµie p1easea wt~
. · 'end/',...
·•
Smith's attorneys have indi- says.
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Ukrainian vote could deal
fatal blow to Soviet Union
KIEV, U.S.S.R. (AP) - Brimming with hope, Ukrainians voted
Sunday in a referendum on independence that could deal the fatal
blow to Mikhail S. Gorbachev's
disintegrating Soviet Union.
All six candidates in an accompanying presidential election,
including front-runner Leonid
Kravchuk, have said the referendum will lead to full independence for the Ukraine and pledged
not to sign Gorbachev's Union

Treaty.
That appears to mean the
Ukraine will break completely
from Gorbachev's central Soviet
government, unlike a few other
republics which declared independence but signed the treaty.
But it was not clear whether the
Ukraine could legally secede from
the Soviet Union without recognition by the national legislature or
Gorbachev, the Soviet president.
And there would be formidable
logistical challenges to independence: the republic would have to
set up its own border posts, enact
its own citizenship laws and complete talks on removal of an estimated 1.2 million Soviet soldiers.
The Ukraine's Parliament already
has voted to create its own army
and currency.
hina Uspenskaya, 60, a retired
economist and ethnic Russian,
acknowledged the difficulties but
said, "I'm voting for my grandsons. For me, I don't think anything is going to change soon, but
for them, yes, I want independence." Early turnout was reported at 75.6 percent.
Preliminary results from the
voting were not expected, untp
Monday afternoon buf 1Jre-election polls indicated the Ukraine's
37.5 million voters were 3-1 in
favor of independence because of

natialism and economic discontent.
Voters said Gorbachev had
failed to raise their living standard
and suggested the industrial and
agricultural powerhouse - dominated for centuries by Poles,
Nazis, Russian czars and Soviets
- would be more prosperous on its
own.
"Independence is the only way
out of the current situation. It's
easier to put order into small yard
than a large yard," said Viktor
Zakerpilofy, 43, as he cast his ballot in Byelo Tserkov, 55 miles
south of Kiev.
In Kiev, Mihailo Avanesov, 37,
a metal artisan, said as he waited
to vote: "If the center no longer
takes a big slice of Ukraine's pie,
we'll live fine." The only early
returns were from six Soviet military bases in Kiev, Odessa,
Dnepropetrovsk and Donetsk. The
referendum carried there easily,
with support ranging from 80.4
percent in Dnepropetrovsk to 97
percenr in Kiev, said military
spokesman Vladimir Korkodim.
Soldiers at five of the six bases
supported Kravchuk for president,
giving him 49.7 percent to 70 percent of their votes.
His closest challenger,
Vyacheslav Chomovil, was leading only at the Kiev base with
44.6 percent of the votes.
The Ukrainian Parliament
declared independence Aug. 24,
and the referendum asked: "Do
you support the act proclaiming
independence of Ukraine?"
The Ukraine is so powerful economically and politically and has
.maqy ~ - it is the second
most populous repu'blic with 52
million people - its secession
would severely cripple Gorbachev as well as his government.

Reports: Two
hostages may
taste freedom
BERIUT (AP) - There was no
new word from the kidnappers on
weekend news reports that Alann
Steen, another American hostage,
would be freed by Wednesday
and that the only other American
hostage, Terry Anderson, would
be out within 10 days. Two
Germans and an Italian also are
missing in Lebanon.
A statement from the Revolutionary Justice Organization,
delivered to a Western news
agency in Beirut, said the kidnappers decided to free Cicippio
after "positive results" from
negotiations among the United
Nations, Syria, Lebanon and Iran.
The Arabic-language communique, accompanied by a photograph of Cicippio, said he would
be freed within 48 hours "to fulfill our side of the deal."
Cicippio, 61, of Norristown, Pa.,
was acting comptroller of the
American Univers.ity of Beirut
when he was kidnapped from
campus Sept. 12, 1986.
"It looks real," Cicippio 's
Lebanese wife, Elham, said in
Beirut of the promise to free him.
"Inshallah (God willing) it will
be true." Cicippio's brother
Thomas said in Norristown that
he was on "pins and needles"
hoping for Cicippio's freedom.
He said the State Department
called Sunday and w.as "very
hopeful."
President Bush was asked as
he returned to the White House
from Camp David ·on Sunday
whether he thought a hostage
would be released. "I hope so,"
he said.
The kidnappers' communique
I prais-ect 'fJ'.N.''effofts
en'd the
hostage ordeal and said the
United Nations had agreed to
push Israel to free more Arab
detainees.

Jn Russia, where homosexualiis a crime, members of the
ssian Union of Gays and
bians passed out free, U.S.e copdoms
.and"safe-sex liter.. ,. - t::
~

ou~idffscow ~ityt!lall. :.
Most p~ople,,_s)lid, '}'hank ·

; give us more,"' said Marina
kina, 28.
At Tel Aviv University, cons were handed out and a quilt
ing names of Israeli AIDS
tims was displayed. Israeli
·o stations featured interviews
health officials and AIDS
·ents - the latter with their

voices disguised.
Lisbon University pharmacy
students distributed condoms at
shopping centers in Portugal.
In Bangkok, young women
wearing scout uniforms and whistles, passed out condoms as thousands gathered for a band and
celebrities.
The American University in
Cairo's AIDS Awareness day featured a videotape of Magic
Johnson, the U.S. professional
-basketball star who retired when
l~rned he carried the AIDS
-virus:
In Britain, Princess Diana was
an honored guest at a benefit
dance, and achapel was dedicated
as a sanctuary for prayers conceming AIDS.
The French put candles in their
windows. About 1,000 members
of ACT UP marched in Paris,

;ne,

where a Christmas tree was hung
with 800 ornaments signifying
800 children afflicted with AIDS.
In Belgium, an AIDS information group held a movie premiere
for "The Fisher King." Monday,
the fourth National Medical
Conference on AIDS starts in
Brussels.
Dr. Gottlieb Lobe Monekosso,
Africa director of the Genevabased U.N. World Health
Organization, which started the
annual global event four years
ago, said a public event in
Brazzaville, The Congo, that the
epidemic was due in part to "illiteracy, malnutrition, poor living
'conditions, unemployment, as
well as the lack of facilities for
testing blood."
In the United States, art galleries
and museums were focal points
for World AIDS Day.

Located between Charleston &
Ashmore. 4 miles south on
E. ,Harrison St. Road.
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345-6628

Corner of 4th & Lincoln

345-2844
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LARGE

1 ingredient
Pizza & Quart
of Coke $7.95
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Jerry's
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Small
1 ingredient
Pizza & Quart
of Coke $5.95
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Men of Lambda Chi Alpha would like
to present their ·Associate Member
Class of 1991
Rich Allen
Joe Armato
Paul Dempsey
Mark Jackson
Brett Kashanltz
Ken Krause
Michael Walsh

Jim Lawrence
Andy Meighan
Clint Mitchell
Shane Perry
Bob Rebernak
Jason Sohn .
Sal Nudo

Congratulations to all New Members!

GOOD
GRADES?
ALL START WITH
A COOD ATTITUD!.

A
GOOD 'DIE·1
AND A TOUCH OF ·ROMANCE.

JIMMY . JOHN'S

GOURMET SUBS
•'WE'LL BRING 'EM TO YA"

345·1075
•

-

:

.CJimmy Johns. Inc. 19861

F"

MOONEY FORD

WAGONER TREE FARM &
GREENS.;N·THINGS Gift Shop
Offering Fresh Trees, Wreaths,
Roping & Other Unique Crafts
& Gifts

Jerry's
Pizza &
Pub

to

aried observances mark World AIDS Day
NEW YORK (AP) - World
OS Day observances Sunday
ged from "A Day Without
" to a "Night Without Light."
thods for marking the occaon were as far-flung as the
ces where it was commemo-

7

Monday, December 2, 1991

Rts. 16 & 130-CHARLESTON
Hours
M-F 8-5
Sat. 8-4

8*> RENT-A-CAR
LEASING
TOLL FREE CAf_LS

FROM CHARLESTON .......................... 345-FORD (345-3673)
FROM MATTOON .................................234-FORD
FROM GREENUP .................................923-FORD

1

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1216
NEED A RESUME? Purchase
"resume expert" software package at the EIU Career Planning &
Placement Center SSB13. Only
$20.

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report errors
immediately at 581-2812.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
All dassified advertising
must meet the 2 p .m .
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed after 2 p.m.
will be published in the fol1owl ng days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
after the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance . Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitt ed to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised , rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assum es no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessaiy to omit an advertisement.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE: Developmental Trainers needed to
work with developmentally disabled adults. TRAINING, CERTIFICATION and BENEFITS PROVIDED. Full and Part-time, start
$4.60/hr. Apply in person at 738
18th St.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/6
"Give the unforgettable gift". University Hard Bodies, MaleFemale Exotic Dancers . Call
Duke 309-454-7846.

ADOPTION : Help us to fulfill two
lifelong dreams ; Mike's to give
the special kind of love he
received as an ADOPTED child
and Carla's to become a full-time
mother . We love each other
(married 8 years) and our beauti'ful new country home, but long
for a baby to make our happiness
complete . Please call us at 1800-512-3208, or call our'attorney, Theresa, collect at 1-309686-1089.

DIRECTORY
SERVICES OmRED
TRAVEL
TRAININ<i/ScHOOLS

HELP WANTID
WANTED
Al>oPnON

RIDES/RIDERS
ROOMMATES

Female Subleasor needed for
Spring. $120 mo/+utilities. Close
to campus. 348-1131 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1212
The NEWS classified help sell
your unwanted itemsl 581-2812.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ha-00

FOR RENT
FOR SALE

LOST~ FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS

2 bedroom, furnished apartment.
Includes dishwasher, carpeting,
central heat & air. Close to campus. As Low as $130/month per
person . Carlyle Rentals . 3487746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1216
1, 2, and 3 bedroom apartments.
Fully furnished, convenient location, available now and for Spring
term. Call 345-6621.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ 1216
Roommate needed for Spr. 92.
155 /mth plus utilities. Call Dan
345-5564.
_ _ _ _ _ __ ___ 1216
Housing for 2, 3, 4. Close to EIU.
Jim Wood, Century 21 . 345-4489.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1216
Male subleasor needed . Spring
semester. Furnished, own room ,
great location . $190/month, negotiable. 348-0910.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1216
2 BEDROOM APT. Close to campus on 4th St. $195/mo . each
includes basic cable . Fully furnished. 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1216
OLDTOWNER MANAGEMENT.
SPRING SEMESTER APARTMENT AND
SUBLEASOR
AVAILABLE. 345-6533.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1216
2 Female Subleasors needed for
Spring 1992. Youngstown -furnished, A/C, across from pool. 1
month's FREE RENT. 348-7881 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1216
Spring Subleasor needed. Own
bedroom for male. $200 a month,
utilities included . Call after
3 :00p .m. Ask for Nelson. 3480485
_ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ 1213
SUBLEASOR NEEDED FOR
SPRING, ROYAL HGHTS .
GOOD LOCATION . $165/MO .
OWN ROOM. PHONE 345-7302.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1216
Female Subleasor needed ASAP
or Spring 92. Youngstown Apts.Furnished, A/C, across from pool.
Rent negotiable. Call Courtney 1874-2480

Female roommate needed for
Spring sem. $140/month plus 1/4
utilities. One block from campus.
Call 345-5298.
,...,-.,.--.,...,,..----,--....,..,-~1214
Male subleasor needed for Spring
92, very nice, 3 bedroom house,
two blocks from campus,
$180/mo. 345-2584.
.,---.,..--,...,------1216
2 male subleasors needed. A/C,
dishwasher, 2 floors, by the poolYoungstown. $170/month. deposit
required. Call Travis or Eric at 3488703.
_ _ __ _ __ _ _ 12/6
2 bedroom furnished apt., excellent condition, garbage, laundry,
no pets. $400 month, 345-7286.
~---,----....,,.----1216
Apartment! Jan. 1, Really nice, 2
bedroom unfurnished , excellent
location, parking, air conditioning,
no pets. $400 month, 345-7286.
,...,...,~,......,,~cc--=~,..,,-=---12/6
MALE SUBl,.EASOR NEEDED
FOR 3BR HOUSE IN SPRING
'92. OWN ROOM, 1/3 UTILITIES,
WASHER , DRYER, DISHWASHER , ETC. $160 345-6175.
=-o---c----c:---c--c----c--12/5
2 bedroom furnished apartment.
1 or 2 subleasors. $310. Includes
water & trash. Close to campus .
Excellent condition. 348-7066.
=---.,...-:---,--:---:---~12/6
Furnished Apt. for rent Spring
Semester. 348-5937.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/2
1 male to sublease Spring
Semester.
Own
Room .
$120/month. 348-5937.
:---o--=--,.--,,.-,..-,..--- 1212
1 or 2 Female Subleasors needed for spring . Own bedrooms ,
washer/dryer, $130/month plus
utilities. Call 348-5030.
=---,..----.,--~1216
Rooms for rent - 1808 Ninth,
Charleston - Women Only. Mid
May to Mid August, also Fall
Semester 1992. Fully furnished,
large kitchen, private parking
$150 per month and utilities.
(708) 789-3772.

3 bedroom house. lots of closets,
large kitchen, washer/dryer
hookup, central air, no pets.
$360/month, 345-7286.
~~----~---1216
Subleasor needed for spring
semester. Furnished single apt.
Call for details 348-6011 .

Formals for Sale. $75 to $1
Sizes 3 and 5 . Call Kelly a
6:30 pm 348-7732.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1
For sale one Remington El
adding machine CHEAP. 3
6797.

-~-~~-~---1

'84 Honda Magna 750cc L
and runs excellent! Musts
$1,150 OBO. Call 581 -5477.

~---------1

Advent digital sound processor
$!50. Four auto Bose speakers
w/equalizer, Qigital radio cassette
$200. More 345-7282.

~-----~,-,--~-1217

Magnavox stereo $30. Realistic
stereo $125. Marantz Equalizer
Amp. $60. Zenith 12" speakers
$15. 348-5460.
-o-o=--~---,-----1217
1987 Chevette 4 speed AM/FM.
cassette, new tires, looks great,
runs good 75,000 miles $2300.00
348-0692.

1980 Mazda Rx?. New pai
clutch , ti res . 104 ,000 mil
$2300 OBO. 348-7825.

_____ _ ____1

1978 Gibson G-3 bass guitar
hard case. Good condition $
call Brian 348-8703.

__ ________1

'86
YAMAHA
FZ
6
red/white/blue, quick, low mi
new tires, runs great! Must
$2200 345-9129.

------~--1

Formals for sale $25-$65 sizes
11 . Call Mary at 581 -3215.

RECREATIONAL SPORTS will have Intramural Badminton Dou
today beginning at 8:00p.m. in the Lantz Fieldhouse.
HOTLINE tonight at 9:00p.m. on the 3rd floor of the Union. HOTLINE
an informal gathering of students like yourself who meet to pre
their prayer requests to God. NEWCOMERS ALWAYS WELCOME.
KAPPA ALPH~ PSI will have a mandatory meeting for all entries
the basketball tournament on Dec. 5 at 5:00p.m . The room will
announced later. Team rosters to be submitted.
RETURNING STUDENTS SUPPORT GROUP will have a library
today at 11 :30a.m. starting at the circulation desk of the library.
Dr. Midkiff (2323) or Women's Resource Center for information.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day on
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. Ex
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Satu
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be pub
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or con
conflicting information will not be run .

~

The

Daily

.-cRMS.'

Eastern News
CLASSIFIED

1 Eccentric
rotators
I Enjoy; relish
10 Interlock

Ao FORM

Name: ________________

14Crooked
11 Castle or Rich
11--pura
11 Flatfish
18 Inexperienced
19 Void 's partner
20 Wife of the 27th
U .S . President
23 Something to
bite?
24 Fitzgerald and
Cinders

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone:

0 No

Students 0 Yes

Dates to run ______________
Ad to read:

25 Engender
21 Century plant
31 Oratorio part

Under Classification of: -

- -----------

i ll• 22 Composer
Ethelbert - -

no. words/days _ _ _ _ _~.Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

0 Check

0 Credit

.:.,.:~:.i

25 Identical
~..-;o.~~ n British buggy
a.:-L.:..:~:.1 27 Broadcasts

Check number
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY·NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.
. .. ·.

-.i..-ii..;:;.ii.;;;.i

. . . . . .. .. . .

·~

~

. ..

WGN-10, 9
Night Court
Fresh Prince
Blossom
Movie· A Little
Piece of Heaven

Ent. Tonita
Evening Shade
Major Dad
Murphy Brown
Designing Women
Northern Exposure

News
Tonight

News
M*A*S*H
urrent Affair

Late Nght

Hard Copy

Comm. Prog.
MacGyver

Connecticut

NFL Football
Eagles at
Oilers

N. Carolina St.
Vs. Pittsburg

Murder, She
Wrote
WWF
Wrestling

MacGyver
SportsCenter

News
Love Conn.
\

...

I

t

Can be Told
Movie:
Memories of
Midnight

~

t

~

~

'.,

'¥

WILL-12, 12

57

so
63

32 Garbure. e.g.
33 Axlike tool
34Eagre
35--breve
36 Dill herb of the
Bible
380neofthe
senses

..a Floridian plant
having a crown
of palmlike
leaves
47Prunes

54--gin
48 Preceder of said 55Southwe
or mentioned
stew pot
49Mythical
HPoetic
Arabian demon
contraction

39Speed
43 Furniture item
44 Before: Prefix
45 Soap plant

Land Of The
Eagle

Fox-8, 55

L.A. Law

Movie

Movie: Clan
of the Cave Bear
American Exp.

Night Court
Kojak

Movie:

Movie

LIFE-13

eers
Night Court

News

qualizer

NFL's Great Mom.

28 Tree resistant to
rot
a Audacity
30 He wrote
"How's Your
Glass?"

50

. .. ···. .: : ~ .·.

~

P.M.

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

1 J . 'C. Penney's
middle name
(honestly!)
2 Lily-family
member
3 Gangster 's g irl
4 Indianapolis
feature
5 Ennui sounds
6 Court decree in
Quebec
7 Deviate
a Lulu
9 Where the
Truckee flows

- - - - 10 Cloak; conceal
.:.i.:.i-=-t=i 1 1 Peer
.:.i.:.:.a..:.-4...:.i 12 Kind of drug
~...:..1.:.:&~ 13 Stops
~=i=i~~ 21 Sister

Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor - - - - - ' " -

0 Cash

DOWN

57 Ignore
58 Choir member
59 That one : Lat.
60 Citrus fruit

Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _~---

Payment:

ative
Enameled
metalware
83Comfort
CM Start
es Twelve months

a

34 Cote sound
37 Wife of the 16th
U.S. President
40Bad--,
German spa
41 European
diving birds
42 First name in
whodunits
43 Tops
44 Fold
45 One of Cortes' s
victims
48 Bern waterway
50 Wife o f the 3d
U .S . President

Being Served

Spenser For:
Hire
Gary Shandlin
Molly Dodd

Natural World
Jackie Chan

Disney
Little House
oft Prairie

Star Trek: The
Next Generation
WKRP
Arsenio
Party

World Away

Combat

ailing the
Greek Islands
Beyond 2000

Panther Country
Film

Calvin and Hobbes
ormals very nice. Lavender an·d
yal blue. Worn once . Size 8/9.
5 OBO 348-5541.

1217

~-e-cdo-sw-i,...m_s_u...,.it-s..,..iz-e-1""0:-. .,-Ladies
ever worn tags are attached
.00. Call 581-5758.

L----------1217

enith 25" console TV $150 .
arantz speakers (165 watts)
125/pair. Realistic DX-440 Alld communication receiver $150.
re. 345-4426 after 10 a.m .

FOUND: Leather jacket in 2nd Floor
Coleman on November 14. Contact
Diana Ingram in the Speech Department.
--------~12/2
FOUND: License & Eastern l.D. for
Richard M Dassinger. Claim at Daily
Eastern News Business Office.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/3
Brown-rimmed, round frame eye
glasses found outside Pemberton
hall. To claim, call 2812.

by Bill Watterson

WELL, '{()\)'LL W..\Jt. IC> ~K
PRrn'I W..RD TO GE\ A.
t-\\ll\ON OOLLARS .

\

•_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1217

1982 Dodge 400 CONVERTIBLE.
od condition. $1800 O.B.O. Call
n 345-9735.

•_ __ _ _ __ _ _1217

1984 Honda Aero 125 Scooter.
xcellent condition . $600.00 3453 or 348-5808 .

...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217

oloflex exercise machine. All
achments included. 1 year old.
ed little. $1100. TV $60. 34859.
L.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1V6
983 Mustang GLX 2dr hatchback
Y-6 3.8L Auto PS-PB cruise Am/Fm
ape A/C 75,000 Miles. Excellent
dition $3250. 345-3020 anytime.

~~~--,---=----:-1217

We Pay Cash for Broken gold jewelry, diamonds, class rings, gold or
silver coins & collection modern &
antique guns. The Pawn Shop 518
6th On the Square. 348-1011
-------~~12/6
Singing Telegrams!! Birthdays,
Christmas, Anniversaries, Special
Occasions. Call 581-3110 8-12 and
1-5 M-F for details.
12/6
A..,.,T=T=E=N~T=1=0_,.,N,-s=E=c=R=E=T=-=s-=-A=NT AS :
TOKENS IS THE ONE AND ONLY
SECRET SANTA HEADQUARTERS. WE HAVE LOADS OF HOLIDAY
CANDY,
STOCKING
STUFFERS, CARDS AND KNICKKNACKS, ALL FOR LESS THAN
$5.00 .

band member selling good stuff:
nder standard tale, Marshall 8040
1111p, Digitech PDS 20/20, Pro-co
T $700 for all. 345-1377.
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1V6
-------~,...,,--1V6
1982 Kawasaki 650CSR Ork Blue,
Get into the Holiday Spirit! See the
w Miles, New Tires, Batt, Chain,
Western Wind Choral Concert
st sell First $650. 345-6161.
Thursday, December 5, 8:00p.m. $3
L.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1V6
w/student ID. Grand Ballroom.
G JEEP CJ-5 '76 ... V-8 Engine,
ca1V2,4
C~L~l~N=T-=T,_..o-t,...he-=B=E=sT~Bc=ORDEAUX
at Shape, Body Average Shape,
000, 581-3003.
BEAU we could ever ask for. You've
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/6
been great this past semester &
1 Olds Cutlass, new engine, tires,
we're going to miss you. You're a
akes, $1850 OBO. 345-3738.
hard act to follow. Love, the ALPHA
PH ls.
L---------1V6
uch 6 ft. $25.00, Bedside Cabinet
12/2
SA
_N
_T
_A
_
P_
1c=
T,...
u=
R=
E~
S-.~
sT
=E=v~E,,.,.,.NSON
15.00, Round Trip Airline Tickets
y In. to Sarasota, Fl. $250.00,
LOBBY. WEDNESDAY, DEC.4TH
, Call Jeff 345-3866.
7-9P.M. SPONSORED BE ESA.
L..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1V6
NAUGHTY or NICE, BE THERE.
RICE REDUCTION! Simpson's
12/2
ree Farm. $2.50 Ft. Scotch &
PLEASE PICK UP EXAM SNACKS,
hite Pine, 5-9 Ft. , Both Color
IF YOU GOT THE NOTICE, IN THE
rayed & Natural, 1/2 Mile East
·COAT CHECK ROOM OF THE
of Lincoln Log Cabin, Road (S 4th)
UNION ON DEC. 4TH and DEC.
n 420 N . Go Past Miller's! Go
5TH.
st Adam's! STOP At Sim~on 's!
1~
day Through Slm<!iy, Nbv. ::.19- ~ 1 Toa~y i'ftrniorrow"Lad~olut'e1 de1iiec. 1 and Dec. 6-8 ONLY (9
line for law society bahquet tickets .
.m.-3 p .m .) THANKS! John &
Dec. 3, Pizza banquet-Pagliai's
annie Simpson.
Sp.m. Tickets available in CH204 .
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/6
Call 581-2987, 345-7461, or 581985 Dodge 600 All electric very
6220 for info. Fantastic pizza & say
d condition $4,500. 1976 AMC
bye to Dec. grads.
met good 850.00 345-6415.
--------~12/2
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12n
Sig Kap Babies: Grab a date and
2 KZ650 6500 mi. Runs and
Dash to Ike's! See you all at 9:00!
ks great. $750.00 348-1983.
--------~12/2
WOW - 2200 items! THanks Alpha
---------~12n
e Daily Eastern News is now
Garns for helping us make the
epting Visa and MasterCard for
Thanksgiving Food Drive a HUGE
your advertising needs. Call 581success! Love, the men of LAMBDA
12 for more information.
CHI ALPHA.

~8..l.\.\9!£

CCM$ -mt
B\JS. i\·W~\6
FOR WA\TING
wrrn ME.

I

AS '40\l CAN SU., SP/Ct.11\tt.t~
sP\H. Wt: 11~\JE W~'1S Of
D<TOCilNC, INf~Mt..TICl~
FRoM £\JEN 1\.lE MOS\

\J~C.OOP'tJ<t\1\IJE ~\s:JN8CS !

O\.lR ~ERO, G\\'l\J\;."tJ) B';
ZORKCl~S £'{ES 1\-\E
Dlt..BOllCAl \NS~IJMENIS
I

O~

TORl\.JR£. ~

uts.

Dr. Richard Hooser, College of
Health , Physical Education and
Recreation, will be honored as Fall
1991 Faculty Marshal. Bertrand P.
Holley, associate professor emeritus,
Lumpkin College of Business, will be
awarded an Honorary Doctor of
Humane Letters degree.
Speakers at Commencement will
be William Hoffee, representing the
Board of Governors Universities;
Martha Price, representing the student body; and Jeff Knezovich, representing the EIU Alumni Association.
President Rives will give the charge to
the class.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
I'M Hf/?& 70 7lU.. YOU THAT
TO MY l<NOUllBJ6(3 J'Vt NEV!f/t.
USt/J MARIJUANA 1 NOR HAVE
I 8WJ TO A PAl<TY /A/HE/?£
<JTHER. pt;()p/,& U5t!l!T.' I fXJN'T
tvfN HAve ANYf P.Jt:HP5 l(JHO

~\J

~~
11·29

AN/JSTAY OIJT.'
!:+1 SICK Of
THf.st $<SON~
/ V&Nll&TTA5.1

TEXTBOOK RENTAL SERVICE
The hours of operation for Fall Semester 199) book returns during the
of finals at the Textbook Rental Service are as follows:
Saturday, December 7th
9:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m .
Monday, December 9th
8:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Tuesday, December 10th
8:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Wednesday, December 11th
Thursday, December 12th
8:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Friday, December 13th
8:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Textbooks must be returned no later than 4:30 p.m. Friday, December
to avoid a late fine.
You must pay full replacement cost for lost textbooks. Such payments are
efundable. You will also be required to pay replacement costs for text-.
in which you have done writing or highlighting, which have been subto unusual wear, or have been water damaged.
Unless you return textbooks by the announced deadline at term-end you
subject to fines of $2.00 per book plus $.25 per day per book with a maxof $10.00 per book. If a textbook is lost, the fine is in addition to the
's full replacement cost.

R. Bennett, Director, TRS
TEXTBOOK RENTAL SERVICE

The hours of operation for Spring Semester 1992 book distribution at the

R. Bennett, Director, TRS
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Daniel E. Thornburgh
Commencement Director

k Rental Service are as follows:
Monday, January 6th
8:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Tuesday, January 7th
Wednesday, January 8th
8:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Thursday, January 9th
Friday, January 10th
8:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Our regular hours of 8:00 ·a.m. to 12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
resume January 13th.
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FALL 1991 COMMENCEMENT
Fall 1991 Commencement will be
at 2 p.m., Sunday, December 8,
Lantz Gymnasium. Students and
lty will gather at 1 p.m. in Lantz
house to line up for the proces' whjch begins promptly at 1:50
rd the Gymnasium.
Rehearsal will be at 2 p.m~ Friday,
mber 6, in Lantz Fieldhouse.
Robe handouts for students and
lty will be 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
rsday and Friday, December 5
6, in the Charleston/Mattoon
m, Union; and from 1-0 a.m. to
on Sunday, December 8, in the
house. Portrait sittings will be
'lable only at Thursday and Friday
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Buffalo clinches AFC Eas
Redskins do same in NF
By The Associated Press

Bills.

"It makes it so frustrating
Bruce Smith is back and the know that, yeah, we can p
Buffalo Bills are back in the with them," defensive line
Scott Mersereau said. "The I
playoffs.
Smith, the 1990 Defensive three times, we really play
Player of the Year, saw extensive them pretty well."
duty for the first time this year in
Elsewhere Sunday, it was
Sunday's 24-13 victory over the Francisco 38, New Orleans
New York Jets. The Bills Cincinnati 27, the New Yo
clinched their fourth straight Giants 24; Denver 20, N
AFC East title and won their England 3; Kansas City 1
17th consecutive game at Rich Seattle 6; Miami 33, Tampa B
Stadium as Smith had five tack- 14; Atlanta 35, Green Bay
les and a sack.
and Cleveland 31, Indianapolis
The weekend began Than
"My strength was good," he
said. "I was a tad slow, but I was giving Day with Detroit bea ·
able to protect myself." The Chicago 16-6 and Dallas ta!(
Bills (11-2) are not into protect- Pittsburgh 20-10. Phoenix a
ing so much as attacking.
Minnesota had a bye this week.
Their no-huddle offense has
ravaged most opponents.
Redskins 27, Rams 6
Recently, however, the defensehas stepped up. Against New
The 'R.etl.Ri~ ( .'.2-i} w
York, it was solid, stopping the NFC East for the fifth time un
Jets (7-6) on 10 of 11 third
downs and forcing three has been their coach. Coming
turnovers that led to 17 points.
their only Joss, Washington bro
"For the last three weeks, we it open with a pair of third-q
really have been starting to come ter touchdowns.
into our own," nose tackle Jeff
Mark Rypien, who threw i
Wright said. "Hopefully, we can three touchdowns, connect
keep it going down the stretch." with Ricky Sanders on a 3
Jim Kelly was 21-for-38 for 251 yarder for a 14-6 lead, th
yards and threw touchdown pass- Ricky Ervins turned a sere
es to Andre Reed and James pass into a 24-yard TD.
Lofton. Thurman Thomas finRypien completed 15 of 24 ~
ished with 124 yards on 23 car- 269 yards against the Rams (3-1
ries.
and losers of seven in a row).
If Buffalo wins the rest of its
games, it would have homefield
49ers 38, Saints 24
advantage throughout the AFC
"' playoffs, just as it did last year in
, making the Super Bowl. The
At San Fr~ncis.co, the ~9ers
·.·. iBills joined Washington, which 6) won theu .thud st~a1ght a
'clinched lhe NFG Eltst'til:le.;with' 0 ·handed the Samts a third con
a 27-6 decision over the Los utive defeat.
·
Angeles Rams, as playoff qualiThird-string QB Steve Bo
SHANNON THOMAS/Staff photographer fiers.
threw three touchdown pass~
New York saw its wild-card the last a 47-yarder to Jerry Ri
hopes
damaged in losing for the w.ith, 1 :.36 remaining. It w.
Five members of the Eastern cheer/eading squad form a pyramid during a recent game at Lantz Gym. The
ninth consecutive time to the Rice s first touchdown catch
squad peiforms at all home and away games for the Eastern basketball team.
six games.

Don't fall!

UNI advances while WIU falls in OT Lady
CEDAR FALLS, Iowa (AP) Jay Johnson passed for three
touchdowns and Mike Schulte
scored three as Northern Iowa
defeated Weber State 38-21
Saturday night in the first round of
the NCAA Division I-AA playoffs.
Tank Comer also rushed for 137
yards and Charles Lister ran.for 92
yards and a touchdown as
Northern Iowa slowed the highpowered Weber State offense.
Weber State averaged 579 yards
and 45 points a game during the
regular season but settled for 383
total yards against UNI. Weber
State's lowest point total in the
regular season was 31.
Johnson .c ompleted 14 of 25
passes for 220 yards, including
scoring strikes of 14 and 7 yards to
Schulte and a 31-yarder to Kenny
Shedd.
Nohe a totaled 486 yards,
including 266 rushing.
The Panthers built a 14-0 first
quarter lead and Weber State never
recovered. Northern Iowa drove 80
yards to score on its first possession and took a 24-7 halftime lead.
Johnson passed 14 yards to
Schulte to open the scoring and hit
Shedd with a 31-yard scoring
strike in the second quarter. The
Panthers also got an 8-yard scoring
run from Lister and Brian
Mitchell's 47-yard field goal.
Geoff Mitchell capped a 96yard Weber State drive with a 4yard run with 4:51 left in the third
quarter to cut UNl's lead to 24-14.

But Northern Iowa responded
with Schulte's 7-yard scoring run.
Weber State cut the lead to 10
points again on Gene Ethridge's 2yard run on the final play of the
third quarter, but Johnson passed 7
yards to Schulte for another UNI
score with 9:27 left.
That seemed to take the wind
out of Weber State for good.
The host Panthers outgained
Weber State 272 yards to 173 in
the opening half, including a 14034 edge on the ground.
Northern Iowa was able to
check Weber State's explosive
offense in the first half, except for
Jamie Martin's 19-yard scoring
pass to Dell Stilson.

Marshall 20, WIU 17
HUNTINGTON, W.Va. (AP) Dewey Klein saved the day for
Marshall on Saturday, just as he
had several times this season.
Klein's 28-yard field goal in
overtime lifted the Thundering
Herd to a 20-17 Division I-AA
playoff victory over Western
Illinois. '
The Herd (9-3) plays Northern
Iowa, a 38-21 winner Saturday
over Weber State, next Saturday.
The game's location will be
announced later. Western Illinois
finished 7-4-1.
Klein's last-minute field goals
gave Marshall victories over
Furman (38-35) and Western
Carolina (27-24) in triple overtime.

For Marshall, the close game
was an abrupt switch from its two
previous games, when the
Thundering Herd outscored its
opponents 124-9.
"We didn't put them away
because they are a good team,"
said Marshall coach Jim Donnan.
"After having blowouts for two
straight weeks, it is hard to adjust
to that type of talent level.
·
"We came out smoking, and it's
a good thing," Donnan said.
Orlando Hatchett ran three
yards for Marshall's first touchdown after an interception by Joey
Chirico.
Then Michael Payton threw a
20-yard pass over the middle to
Troy Brown for a touchdown, giving Marshall a 14-0 lead with 5:11
left in the first quarter.
Troy Brown's 35-yard run on a
reverse was the key play in
Marshall's six-play, 74-yard drive.
But the hosts' offense stalled
after that. Western Illinois' Don
Simmons broke open on a quarterback sneak to score from 15 yards
out, culminating an 83-yard drive
that made it 14-6.
Klein's 31-yarder put Marshall
up 17-6, but Matt Seman retaliated
with a 42-yard field goal. Western
Illinois tied the game at 17 with

8: 16 left when Simmons fired a
24-yard touchdown pass to Lance
Earl.
Payton threw two interceptions
in the closing minutes to force the
overtime.
Western Illinois got the ball at
Marshall's 25 to begin the overtime, but Simmons was intercepted by Roger Johnson.
Klein,
the
Southern
Conference's all-time leading scorer, kicked the game winner six
plays later.
"This was ~ game where we had
to play flawlessly," said Western
Illinois coach Randy Ball. "It just
didn't happen. It seems we had the
ability, but we just made too many
errors at the most inopportune
times. Playing against a team of
Marshall's calibre, we just
couldn't afford to make the kind of
mistakes we made."
Donnan said the turning point
was a first-half penalty that stalled
a drive and led to a missed 41-yard
field goal.
"We went backwards and
missed a field goal (41 yards) that
could've put us up 17-0. When
Payton was on a roll, he could
have carried us. However, (Brian)
Dowler missed some catches today
and you normally don't see that.
"We messed up on a lot of easy
things. We had more penalties
today than we ever have, and it
hurt. The interceptions really hurt.
You have to give their defense a
lot of credit because they played us
tougb," Donn!!Jl said.

Panthers
., From page 12
After the loss to Pacifi
Eastern head coach Barb
Hilke said, "I liked the intens·
and how they are coming toge
er as a team."
Hilke added she was pie
with the •. play out, of fresh
point guard Nicky Polka and
apparent problem at that positi
is now solved.
Shannon Baugh came off
bench to pace Eastern with I
points as Roller continued
keep finding the bucket add.
15 points. Brown contributed I
points in the losing cause.
Tine Friel, who was named
the All-Tournament team, pu
together a strong performan
against the Lady Panthers. S
scored 15 points and she bro
the tournament record with 1
assists.
Before the tournament beg
Hilke was concerned with h
team's rebounding. The Lad
Panthers seemed to be agg
sive on the boards as they
rebounded by St. Mary's 47-4
and they were equal with Pac·
on rebounds as each tea
grabbed 39 rebounds.
St. Mary's went on to wi
their own tournament by bea ·
the Mississippi Lady Rebels 7
68. The Lady Rebels wer
ranked in top 25 in the nation ·
pre season polls.
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onilla ready to choose new team

OPEN
Daily 11-2

asketball
and added four assists. Martin seven of their final eight attempts
credits his handling of the ball to at the charity stripe and made 24the experience he has gained at 30 free throws in the second half.
· h finished 2-25 last season.
"They are working hard on Eastern.
"I've been around here a long
ding themselves," Samuels
EASTERN (84)
"They have some good ath- time and I've seen us lose some
Johnson
10-17 6-8 27, McKinnis
close
games"
Martin
said.
"I
think
and this was a tough battle. I
3-6
0-1
6,
Lieb 4-6 8-9 16, Rowe
w Northeastern would come just watching and being in the
3-7
18-21
25, Martin 2-3 3-4 8,
and be very emotional and games last year helped me to be
Landrus 0-0 0-0 0, Olson 0-5 0-0
stronger with the ball and to just
extremely hard."
0, West 1-2 0-0 2, Rodrigurez 0e Panthers came out in the think about the situation more. I
0 0-0 0, Kelly 0-0 0-0 0.
ond half with a 10-4 run .to just want to help the team as
NORTHEASTERN IL.(75)
e the lead at 45-41 and they much as possible. We just fought
Harlan 9-15 3-3 26, Troutman 2er looked back. Northeastern, hard and really showed a lot of
3 0-0 4, Ferguson 0-3 0-0 0,
'nd freshman Shawn Harlan maturity."
Snipes 1-8 6-8 8, Langdon 6-16
aged to stay close, but
Samuels said that he was also
2-3 14, Oluyeba 1-1 0-0 2, Siler
tern was just too much. pleased with Martin's poise in
1-2 2-2 4, Pointer 1-2 0-0 3,
Ian in only his second colle- pressure situations.
Louie 0-0 0-0 0, Phillips 6-13 0game, scored 26 points on
"~ayiel\ l\!_a.H~I! ,d id ~.gJ\.e~c
2 14, Goldber~ O;O~Q~
.,,: "!!) •
5 shooi:i'rlg frditi'!fher ti•et&,1 "rljob';'~ SaniuehP sa1d'r ''He did ''
Rebounds:
Eastern
40
luding 5-9 in three-point exactly what we need him to do.
(McKinnis 11) Northeastern 27
e.
He showed some grit. They were
(Langdon 6) Assists: Eastern 10
he Golden Eagles' pesky harassing the heck out of him. It
(Rowe, Martin 4) Northeastern
ense forced some Panther was just tough hard-nosed play."
12 (Snipes 10) 3-point goals:
vers, but senior point guard
Eastern's biggest lead came at
Eastern
3-10 (Johnson 1-1 Rowe
ien Martin handled the pres- the 8:33 mark, when they led 641-3 Martin 1-2 Olson 0-4)
well and got the ball up the 50, following two free throws by
Northeastern 8-24 (Harlan 5-9
on a consistent basis to help Johnson. The Panthers used some
Snipes 0-2 Langdon 0-4 Pointer
Eastern ahead.
clutch free throw shooting down
1-2 Phillips 2-7) Steals: Eastern
ong with his solid ball con- the stretch to hold off the Golden
2 (Johnson 1 Landrus 1)
Martin scored eight points Eagles. Eastern connected on
Northeastern 11 (Harlan 4).
oo From

page 12

"SHOP TIL YOU DROP"
St. Louis Centre « St.. Louis Galleria
frlday; Dec. 6, 1991 8:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m.
Tickets $5.00 w/student I.D.
Tickets on sale Today! At Ticket Box Office
11 :00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. M-f' llll;;;:

••

NEED EXTRA MONEY?
National Marketing
Company Needs People
With Good Phone Voices.
Earn $5 per hour
Guaranteed PLUS
Bonuses

- Christmas Cards
(boxes and singles)

- Christmas music
- Great Stocking Stuffers
- Mountains of
Holiday Candy

To Apply call
348-5250 EOE

There's
a better
way to
dvertise ...
with a
lassified Ad
in the

Daily
astern
News

We Have All Kinds
of Clothing Bargains!

Pagliai's Pizza
Large Thin Single Item
& Qt. of Coke
For the Low Price of

$7 .95

plus tax

Unless Stated
Not valid with any other offer
Open Daily 4 pm - 1 am
2 am on Weekends

345-3400
Expires 12/31 /91

•
alC

Late Nite Special
FREE Semi-Thick Crust on Orders Placed After 10 p.m.
(with regular cheese)

Thinner than Thick - Thicker than Thin
No coupon Necessary - Good with Other ()ffers

- Fleece Lined Jackets $15 OFF
- Nylon Pullovers $5 OFF
- Rugbys $5 OFF
- Champion Sweats $8 OFF
- Hats $·2 OFF
- Oversized Shirts $6 OFF
(Banana Republic look)
- Golf Shirts $6 OFF
- Pink and Purple' $ 5 OFF
Jeweled Tees
- Bargain Rack $9n

The One And Only
Secret
Santa Headquarters!!

Johnson provides spark
in win over NE Illinois
a l 0-0 run to take a 28-17 lead
with 6:05 remaining in the first
half.
CHICAGO - When the
Langdon, who finished with
Eastern basketball team fell 14 points. and six rebounds,
behind Northeastern Illinois scored seven straight points for
Saturday night by 11 points it Northeastern, including a long
was clear that someone was jumper that gave the team some
going to have to step up and momentum.
assume a leadership role.
But that was when Johnson
That person turned out to be took command. With Eastern
senior Barry Johnson.
trailing by 11, Johnson made a
Johnson helped lead the strong move to the hoop and
Panthers to a 84-75 come-from- kissed a shot off of the backboard
behind victory over the Golden and then stole a Northeastern
Eagles, who are competing in pass and sank a three-point bastheir second season. of Division I ket from the top of the key to pull
play. The forward from Normal, . the Panthers to within six.
poured in a season-high 27 points
Then following two free
and pulled down seven rebounds, throws by Steve Rowe, Johnson
five of them offensive.
once again sank a long range '
Eastern improved its record to jumper.
3-0 on the young season. It was
"Barry Johnson really raised
the first 3-0 start for the Panthers his game a level," Samuels said.
since they joined Division I play "He came up with some big plays
in 1981. Johnson said that he was for us in the second half."
glad to come up with a solid perThe Eastern comeback w~ not
formance to help in the victory.
over yet, though, as Rowe also
"Coach (Rick Samuels) always provided some senior leadership.
stresses that we have to be lead- The pre-season First Team Allers and try to show it on the Mid-Con tinen t" guard scored
court," Johnson said. "I tend to eight points in the final 4:37 of
talk a little too much, so I need to the half, including a jumper with
back up my talk.
:07 remaining and Eastern only
"Our offense came out a little trailed 37-35 at the break.
slow. Our shots just were not
Rowe finished the game With
falling. We knew they we_re 25 points. He also broke the
going to come at us, because they school record for most free
just turned Division I and they do throws in a game. Rowe finished
have a good squad. They wanted 18-21. The previous record was
to be recognized."
set by Kevin Jones back in 1983
The game stayed close for the when he canned 17 free throws.
first 12:00, with neither. team
Samuels said that he was not
DAN KOONCE/Photo editor
owning more than a three-point surprised
by
the gutsy Eastern's senior guard Sieve Rowe skies towards the basket and over a
edge, but the Golden Eagles, Northeastern Illinois squad, Indiana State defender during a recent Panther 59-50 victory over the
behind the hot shooting of senior
Sycamores in Lantz Gym. Rowe hit a school record I 8 free throws in a
guard Leonard Langdon, went on
Panther win over Northeastern Illinois on Saturday.
oo Continued on page 11
By KEN RYAN

Associate sports editor

12 Panthers named to All-Gateway team
While Eastern 's football Panthers
suffered through a 4-7 campaign
and saw no post-season action, 12 Northern Iowa wins,
Panthers were able to reap some Western Illinois falls
post-season benefits when the
Gateway All-Conference teams in playoffs. Page 10
were selected over the weekend by - - - - - - - - - - - - a vote of league coaches.
Five Panther seniors, tailback Brian Callahan, junior center Brad
Jamie Jones, offensive guard Tim Fichte! and junior defensive tackle
Gleason, defensive tackle Kent Dan Dee received honorable menMcintyre, safety Tony Farrell and tion on the team.
punter Brian Pindar were selected
Indiana State senior runningback
as members of the first team.
Derrick Franklin was chosen the
Seniors Tim Moore (tight end) league's offensive player of the
and Joe Remke (defensive tackle) year. Northern Iowa's William
along with junior safety Jeff Miles Freeney became the first non·and sophomore quarterback Jeff Eastern player since 1987 to claim
Thome were selected to the second defensive player of the year honors
team. While senior offensive tackle and purple Panther head coach

Terry Allen was named the winner
of the Bruce Craddock Gateway
Coach of the Year Award.
Individual accomplishments of
the five Panther First Team AllConference players are as follows:
• Jones: Ranked first in the
Gateway and fourth in all of
Division I-AA in all-purpose running with 182.5 yards a game and
was second in the Gateway and
fifth in the nation in rushing with
127.6 yards per game. He set a
Panther record with 2,007 all-purpose yards and holds the Gateway
rushing record for yards in a career
with 3,469.
• Gleason: Has started for the
past two seasons, graded 'excep-

tional' in six of the Panthers 11
games, had 15 'crush' blocks and
32 'extra effort' blocks in 1991.
• Mclnytre: Was second on the
team in tackles with 86 including
53 solos, five sacks. He was selected to the second team AllConference a year ago.
• Farrell: Was tied for 11th in the
nation in interceptions and ranked
second in the Gateway with six. He
recorded 50 tackles and recovered a
pair of fumbles.
• Pindar: Averaged 37.8 yards
per punt in 1991 with 16 of the 48
he kicked falling inside the 20 yardline. Out of 250 career punts, he
only had one partially blocked.
. - Staff Report

.Lady Panth
drop pair
of openers
By KEITH FARROLL
Staff writer

The Lady Panther baske
team failed to start off the
the way they wanted to as
trip to California was spoiled
a pair of losses.
Eastern went to the West
to play in the St. Mary's Em
Suites Thanksgiving Class'
Moraga, Calif. In the ope
round, Friday, they lost t
Gaels of St. Mary's, 72-66,,
the consolation bracket, Sat
they lost to Pacific University
61.
The game against St. M
was a game of streaks, bu~
Gaels catjle out on top in the
In the first five minutes of
first half, the Gaels were up
before making a 16-1 run m
the score 25-9. The Lady Pan
stocked up on defense
outscored St. Mary's 20-6 in.
remainder of the half and ~
themselves trailing 31-29 at
half time buzzer:
The Lady Panthers walked
onto the floor slow after ha!
as St. Mary's went on a 12-2
to spark the opening of the
half running up the score to
31. The Lady Panthers could
manage a come back. Eas
senior Tracy Roller scored I
her team high 13 points in
second half. Sophomore C
Hagerty also chipped in 13
as juniors Sherie! Brown
Michele Rogiers added 12
apiece.
One of the biggest conce
the Lady Panthers in this g
was the play from Gaels
guard Fran Fabien. Eastern
Fabien to just five points, all
free throws as she shot 0-11
the field.
In the consolation game a
Pacific, the Lady Panthers
shot 33 percent from the fie
the first half while the Tigers
61 percent. The Tigers ju
out to an early 12-0 lead and
eight minutes left in the half
ahead 28-9. Eastern manag
cut the lead as Roller sunk
pointers in the final 80 seco
the half. The score remained
at the half, 38-31.
The Tigers came out stro
the second half. Pacific m
died the Lady Panthers outsc
them 41-30 in the half and
final buzzer found themselv
top 79-61.
'IContinued on page JO

Grapplers bitten by flu_bug but still pick up victorie
By RYAN GIUSTI
Staff writer

Going into the Northern Open, the Eastern wrestling team
was expecting some tough competition. However, no one
expected the toughest opponent to be the flu bug.
Six Panther wrestlers were floored by the flu this weekend, preventing them from competing in the Northern Open
held on Nov. 30 in Madison, Wis. Head coach Ralph
McCausland almost canceled the trip on Friday morning,
but instead decided to make the trip with only seven
wrestlers.
"I almosfdecided to stay home," McCausland said. "But

thes~

guys really wanted to wrestle."
Among those hit by the flu were both senior co-captains
Ray Serbick and Dave Marlow. Senior Bob Johnson also
stayed home with the illness.
The Northern Open drew over 30 teams from around the
Midwest. Included in the tournament held at the University
of Madison was defending NCAA national champion, Iowa.
Also there were teams from Iowa State, Minnesota,
Wisconsin, and Michigan State.
Eastern sent seven wrestlers to the tournament, but on the
way to the tournament junior John Weber came down with
the flu as well ~d did not compete. Five of the six competing wrestlers for the Panthers recorded victories. At 118

pounds, sophomore John Wentz went 1-2 on the day
senior Gino Fforavanti at 142. At 158, senior Mike
recorded his first victory of the season while seniors
Gress (190) and John Hilkey (Hwt.) both picked up
third wins on the year. Junior John Carroll also

177.
"They wrestled well," McCausland said. "It was a
tough tourney and we got some tough draws agai
notch competition."
McCausland said that there is still work to be done
Panthers.
"We have got to work on getting more inten
McCausland said. "We need to kee wrestlin hard."

